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FOSTERING 101

By Patricia Howard

The call went out one sunny summer morning: foster homes urgently needed for
three mother cats and their newborn kittens. While I have been a volunteer at
Burlington Humane for many years, and have worn several hats during that time,
fostering newborns has not been one of them. We did foster a very ill cat during
her recuperation from major surgery five years ago, and she is still with us, so my
track record for giving them back is O -1 so far.
However, this time it was different. BHS had no foster homes available, and thanks
to a miscommunication my husband, Richard, was called and asked when we were
collecting the little family that was to be in our care. It was all news to him, but
he agreed to the challenge once he found out that they had no other place to go. We drove to BHS to collect all the gear
we needed and transported an incredibly skinny mother cat and her five tiny babies to our home, where they took up
residence in my bathroom.
The safest place, I was advised, was to keep them in the bathtub. So, a large towel was put in the bottom of the tub for
warmth, and the carrier placed on it. Mother cat, whom we have named Petunia, immediately came out of the carrier to
survey her new surroundings. She was a very friendly and affectionate cat from the outset, a medium-haired brown tabby
who looked not much older than a kitten herself.
Her five tiny babies, just five days old, were huddled in the back of the carrier, blind and deaf, and not even able to crawl
at that stage. Fortunately for me, Petunia was a very attentive mum to them, and tended to their every need. I checked
on them many times during the course of the next several days but I needn’t have worried as Petunia did all the work and
ensured that her babies were well fed and clean.
It has been a learning process for me, and throughout the experience Shelter Manager, Adrienne Gosse and Adoptions
Counsellor, Mary Anne Edwards have always been available at the end of the phone or by Email for all the many (probably
silly) questions I’ve had.
Gradually our five little babies grew. With gray and white fur they certainly looked nothing like their mum. Their pretty blue
eyes opened and they tried to focus on their world. They began to crawl, and one by one they pulled themselves out of
the carrier and into the bathtub. Their ears began to uncurl, and very slowly and unsteadily, they began to wobble around
in the tub, tails straight out behind them for balance!
By four weeks of age their personalities were beginning to be evident. The tiniest kitten was clearly the one with most
bravado as he loved to explore alone, while his brothers loved nothing better than to be in the middle of a rough-andtumble with each other. It was time to lift them out of the relative safety of the bathtub and let them have the run of the
bathroom. The plant had been removed, along with anything else that may prove possibly hazardous to a tiny kitten. In
the tub they had looked so robust, but once on the floor they suddenly seemed so tiny and frail. Petunia kept a wary eye
on all her brood and continued to mother them remorselessly, whether they wanted that wash or not!
Of course, I had to try to find out which kittens were girls and which were boys. Easier said than done! For one thing, they
are not very developed at that young age, and secondly, have you ever tried to examine a squirming, tiny kitten who just
didn’t care about such distinctions and just wanted to go to play with its litter mates? It is a challenge! The other challenge,
for me anyway, was telling some of the kittens apart as initially they looked identical. I’m sure I sexed the same kitten three
times before I figured it out! Adrienne and Mary Anne were very helpful in this process, and I ended up e-mailing them
photographs of 5 little bottoms so that they could help me decide who was male and who was female. Boy, did I ever get
it wrong! It was finally decided that our family consisted of 4 boys and a girl.
continued on pg. 3
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OUR MISSION
The Burlington Humane Society is a non-profit
organization which operates solely on the
generosity of donations from the public. We
are dedicated to helping stray and abandoned
animals in Burlington. Our mission is to improve
the quality of life and welfare for animals in our
community, to provide a safe haven while we
find “forever homes” for the cats and dogs in
our care, and to make Burlington a more humane
city for all animals.
Burlington Humane is not affiliated with the Ontario SPCA
or associated with the Hamilton/Burlington SPCA.
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President's Message
By Jolene Regan

As a new season begins, we look forward with a new and energized board of
directors. At our recent AGM, we welcomed Michelle Hand and Aida Finch to
the board. Both Michelle and Aida bring a wealth of skills with them and we
are lucky to have them join us.
New board members mean we had to say good-bye to others. Melissa Mazza
decided not to remain and Sheila Morris resigned in June as she is moving away.
We thank both Melissa and Sheila for their past dedication. Sheila has been
Pet Therapy director for 4 years and a board member for 9 years, as well as
volunteering as a receptionist. We all wish Sheila the best in her new home in Carp.
This summer has been particularly busy at the shelter. Our thanks to Shelter
Manager Adrienne Gosse for her professionalism in handling staff shortages
during this time. Adrienne always steps up, even on days off, to make sure the
animals are cared for and the volunteers receive support when needed. In spite
of all the extra work, Adrienne still finds time to put new protocols in place that
help adopters find the right animal.
We have also had a few extraordinary cases of illness
and injury which, thanks to the Ariel Fund, covered
much of the expense. Liam, a very sweet orange &
white cat, had fallen from a 3rd floor balcony and
had extensive injures. His eyes were injured and his
femur was fractured. Two surgeries were required
over 2 months and he will always have a crooked leg, but he will be ready for
his forever home in early September.
Two litters of kittens from the same location came down with suspected distemper
shortly after arriving. Although all attempts were made to save them, four died
over a period of several weeks. The four survivors were finally healthy enough
to be put up for adoption and two have found their forever home.
At most shelters all of these animals would have been euthanized due to cost and
illness. They are very lucky to have been brought to BHS. Our no-kill policy is one
of our biggest strengths of which we are all very proud. I think our volunteers
would not be here without it.
Looking forward, be sure to remember our fundraising events – “Ruff” Ride
and Open House, and pics with Santa are always popular. A “surprise” event in
October is in the planning stages!
Thanks to all for your support

Attic & Loft Report
by Carole McArthur

Finally, the heat of summer is over and fall clothing is now available! Because
we have little storage at both stores, thanks everyone who has held onto outof-season items until the right time.
The Loft has changed drop-off times from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays and 10
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. weekends. This gives the staff time to sort through items
before closing. Additional items not accepted are bedding, cushions and hardcover books.
Sales at both stores are up over last year and staff is working overtime keeping
up! This is great news as all funds raised help pay veterinary costs for the animals.
Thanks to all who donate saleable items, and to volunteers for all the time they
donate for sorting, pricing and selling.

continued from pg. 1

The big day came for them to be introduced to wet kitten food, another step in their continuing development. Three kittens took
to their new diet immediately, while two could not be tempted until the third day of trying. Then there was no holding them
back, and Petunia was content to let them eat this new diet, though she continued to give them a robust wash behind the ears
at every occasion, and they continued to seek her out for comfort and to be nursed by her. Using the
litter pan seemed like a natural progression for them, and trekking litter all over the floor was a small
inconvenience for me compared with this milestone in their development. From the point of view of
this inexperienced foster parent, I could not have wished for an easier time or a better mother cat as
Petunia seemed to have it all in hand!
I was advised to socialize with these tiny creatures so that by the time they are old enough to return
to BHS they will be used to people and ready to be adopted into their forever homes. I took Mary Anne’s advice, and decided
that I’d sit on the floor to read to them. Two things I have learned from this: they prefer the Arts and Life section rather than the
International news, and I need a fatter cushion if I am to sit on the bathroom floor for any length of time! We have had quite a
few reading sessions now, and they are becoming quite well versed in world events.
Gradually the time is drawing nigh when I shall have to part with these foster babies of mine. While in my care they have grown
and developed, become loving and lovable kittens that will make any family a wonderful pet. I am not looking forward to the
day, soon now, that I will have to let Buttercup, Mallow, Foxtail, Bramble and their sister, Daisy, go back to BHS. I will follow
their progress on the BHS web site to see when they are adopted, and hope that their new parents write in to the Happy Tails
page so that I will know how they are doing in their new home. I know I will be sad and maybe even a little bit tearful when I
say goodbye.
It has been a wonderful experience. While I know they won’t remember me, I shall always have a little place in my heart for
them, and have comfort in the knowledge that I helped these helpless babies to become the adorable kittens that they are. Will
I miss them? Yes, without a doubt. Will I hand them all back without adopting one? That remains to be seen. Would I do it all
over again with another foster family? In a heart-beat.

Adoptions Report
By Adrienne Gosse
Holy cat! It feels like ages ago when we only had 8 cats in the
shelter...Since mid May our cat population has remained steady
with well over 100 cats during these last few months. We’ve
even had weeks with a cat population close to 150! With strays
and abandoned cats arriving daily, our shelter continues to be a
busy place for all! We are all working hard at finding homes for
everyone. I cannot say enough about our wonderful volunteers.
Some that come in numerous times a week, for hours at a time
to help take care of our cats and kittens, and to make sure all
of them are socialized daily.
The adoptions team welcomed Sarah Pravato in July as a parttime summer student to help with our increased number of cats.
Sarah has quickly learned the animal care worker position and has
discovered many areas of personal interest here, such as animal
behaviour and shelter medicine. We want to thank her for all
her hard work and dedication in helping to make sure each and
every animal at BHS receives top quality care. We wish her the
best of luck this fall as she enters grade 11. Sadly, we had to say
goodbye to one of our animal care workers, Kristen Sivitilli. We
wish her all the best with her new full-time position working
at a vet clinic. On a brighter note, we would like to welcome
Amanda Hendon to the shelter as our new animal care worker!
We held our very first “Meow at the Moon” event on July 12th,
and it was a huge success! We had 19 cats adopted in only three
hours! I want to thank all of the staff and volunteers who gave
their time for this event. Without them, we would not have
been able to make so many happy endings for so many of our
precious felines! This was a great event, and we hope to have
another one in the future.
In recent months, we were the recipient of a grant from the
Animal Aid Foundation. One hundred percent of the $1,000
grant will go towards our animal care costs. We would like to

thank the Animal Aid Foundation for recognizing the important
work we do for our Burlington cats and dogs.
We are still working towards outfitting each of our dog kennels
with a Kuranda bed. A donation can be made to purchase a
bed by visiting the website www.kuranda.com or by contacting
the shelter manager. These beds are a wonderful addition to our
facility because they provide a dry and safe place for our dogs
to sleep. It also allows them to rest in a clean place in case they
accidentally soil their kennel. These beds are very durable and
last for years. Each bed is shipped directly to the shelter, where
it is quickly assembled by the staff and put into use. These beds
are just another way we are trying to enrich the shelter dogs’
environment, and provide them with a more comfortable and
happy place to stay while they wait for their forever home. Can
you help - we only need 2 more beds!
The shelter is a progressive place that always looks
at new and innovative ways to help keep our
animals comfortable and happy while
at the shelter. Recently, we were
introduced to an alternative to the
standard “cone” or “e-collar” for recently
spayed cats and dogs. They are called “Medical Pet Shirts” and
boy do we love them! The animals are much more comfortable
in these shirts, because they retain full freedom of movement,
have a more restful sleep, and can now eat with ease. The shirts
also eliminate the stress and panic that a cone can produce when
it is placed on their head. Keep an eye out for our little babies
with their new red jumpers! If you would like to help us achieve
our goal of 15 cat shirts and 3 dog shirts, please indicate this
on your donation.
It has been a great year in adoptions thus far! We are currently
up by 77 adoptions from this time last year! We continue to have
a strong presence on Facebook and Twitter, and with regular
website updates, the public is more aware than ever about the
amazing animals that we have for adoption.
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Pet Therapy Report
by Aida Finch

A new season for the Pet Therapy program begins in September
with many returning and new volunteers! Although I am the
new coordinator for the program, I have been part of Pet
Therapy with my Schnoodle Charlie for almost 2 years now
and I find it extremely rewarding.
Our dedicated volunteers help make life better for seniors with
regular pet visits. The medical establishment recognizes the
benefits of therapy dog programs and notes that connections
with pets help to calm agitated residents and stimulates
wonderful conversations.
Heartfelt congratulations to Helga
Blamauer for achieving her 400th
visit and to Richard Segee for
achieving his 100th visit. Both Helga
and Richard will be back this year to
make regular visits with residents at
local nursing, retirement and long
term care facilities in our community.
If you have a friendly, outgoing dog
that loves to be cuddled, and an hour or two of free time,
please consider becoming a Pet Therapy volunteer. After
attending a short orientation session, your dog will be screened
for suitability and you will be scheduled at a time and location
convenient for you. Visits take place weekdays, evenings and
Saturday mornings.
You may contact me directly at
pettherapy@burlingtonhumane.ca or calling the shelter at
905-637-7325.

Fundraising Report
“Ruff” Ride

Bowser and Meowser are ready for the 4th Annual “Ruff” Ride
to be held on Sept. 16.
Shine up those bikes and come out for
a casual ride, BBQ, open house, beer
garden, silent auction and live music!
Ride starts at 10:45 a.m.
For more information visit the website:
burlingtonhumane.ca

2012-2013 Entertainment
Book
is now for sale at the shelter or The Loft.

Love the Animals Lottery
You could be a winner! Tickets are now available for the 3rd
Love the Animals Lottery!
Ticket prices are $10 each or 3 for $25.
Early Bird Draws $1,000 on Dec. 1 and Dec. 23.
Daily Draw $250 on Jan. 1 - 30, 2013
Grand Prize Draw $5,000 on January 31, 2013
Can you help make this fundraiser a success? We need your
help selling tickets, please contact the shelter at
905-637-7325 for more information.

Thanks
to our sponsors!

Thanks for the Special
Donations
John Parker from Budd’s BMW Motorrad
presents a cheque to Adrienne Gosse for
money raised at service seminars held
for BMW motorcycle clients.

905-333-0333
www.escarpmentpetretreat.ca

Charlie asked his friends to donate money to the
animals in lieu of birthday presents. This is the
second year Charlie has done this and encouraged
his friends to do the same!

Tim and Bob pack up empties for another
trip to the beer store!
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TD Caring Together Volunteer Grant Program
recognized Karen Book for her volunteerism at BHS.
Karen volunteers weekly at The Loft. Thanks Karen
and congratulations!

Thanks for Your Support!
Donations Received, MARCH 2012 -July 2012
Thanks To:	For:

McIntosh, Joanne
Aitken, Gloria
Mills, Pamela
Altman, Michael
Carter, Emma,			
Raised money making
Mitchell, Denise
Armstrong, Lynn
James
&
Gabriele			
and selling pom poms
Moloney,
Janice
Ashley-Smith, Lorraine
Estate of Catherine Van Rynsoever
Bequest
Monastero, Naomi
Bagley, Susan
Alexia Legg			
Donated money in lieu of B-day presents
Moore, Amy
Bakken, Haaken
Michael Wertepny			
Donation through Charity Car
Morrissey, Susan
Barab, Said
Patricia
Howard			
Gift Membership - Kathleen Leach
Mushing,
Andrew
Barbeau, Madeleine
Connie Williams			
For stray cat she found
Nanba, Janice
Baxter, Catherine
Hamilton Cat Fanciers		
Thanks to BHS volunteers
Kendrick, Jean
Beck, Winnifred
Jessie Caton			
Donations from birthday party
O.C. Tanner Recognition
Berry, Beatrice
Taylor Gangaram & Abby Elliott
Lemonade stand sales
Company Ltd
Bielby, C.
Marilyn Martin, RN Animal Foundation Bequest
Palmer, Charles
Bigas, Anastasia
Phenix Fund for Animal Welfare
Grant
Papadakis, Katerina
Birett, Vera
Kathleen, Mary & Walter Barron
Pataracchia, Liam
Blamauer, Helga
Family Foundation			
Bequest
Pedicone, Mary Ann
Boehringer Ingelheim
Jason Zwdak & Susan Spring		
Donation in lieu of wedding favours
Powell, Gay
Bonos, Patty
Dawn Mototsune			
Easter gift for the animals
Preceptor Gamma Kappa
Bottoms, Carolyn
Rhodes, Lenna
Budds’ BMW Motorrad		
Service School donations
Brown-Buck, Sandra
Robinson, Sharon
Lucas Campagnoni			
Donations from birthday party
Bryce, Corinne
Rutherford, Michelle
Smart Betty			
Donations made on Smart Betty Website
Bull, Elizabeth
Saunders, Kit
RONA				Corporate Sponsorship
Burlington Gardens
Seedhouse, Kathy
Celi, Michelle
Animal Aid Foundation		
Grant for medical expenses
Sheremeto, Debbie
Ceresia, Claudine
Madison Dougal			
Donations from birthday party
Sheresky, Anne
Cluskey, Lois
Burlington Gardens Residents
Sold pawprints and held a buffet dinner
Sinclair, Jamie
Community of the Sisters
				with proceeds to BHS
Smith, Elinor
of the Church Ontario
Tom Thomson Public School		
Students raised money for animals
Staff at Mohawk College
Corp, Shirley
Wellington Park			
Gift Certificate for Pet Therapy visits
Steinnagel, Gwyneth
Cowan, Paul
Sensus Communication		
Held silent auction for BHS
Strecker, Mary
Cowen, Peter & Joy
John T Tuck Program at YMCA		
Donated handmade toys to the animals
Teskey, Andrea
Cramer, June
Rona 				Burlington BBQ fundraiser
Thomas, Wendy
Culliford, Charlie
Tribe, Ruth
Dainard, Laura
Tuck, Mary Ellen
Davies, Barbara
Tunis, Valerie
deBoer, Johanna
United Way - Burlington
dePrinse, Michelle
We would like to thank Carlo DiCarlo and Millennium Disposal Services for their
United Way - Oakville
Dews, Olwen
United Way - Peel
Donaldson, Beatrice
donation of a metal bin for Burlington Humane Society’s bottle return fund
United Way Burlington/
Duguay, Esme & Emily
raiser. With his generosity and donation of the metal bin 100% of the proceeds
Hamilton
Dutka, Bernard
collected went directly to the care of our four legged furry guests
United Way
Felix, Lucy
Lower Mainland, BC
Foster, Dianne
Walker, Albert
Freeman, Lois
Williams, Connie
Friend, Wilma
Wilson, Brook
Froggatt, Janet
ariel fund
Wright, Patience
Gibson, Jane-Ann
Wright, Janet Carter
Goldstone, Isobel
In memory of ”Toby” Hulsman
Dorothy Masefield
Stroud, Donald
Griffith, Michael
from
Olivia Hulsman
Jill
Simpson
Keighley, Joan
Hand, Emily
Ella Davies/Safety Works
In honour of Sarah Lovland’s
Bournes, David
Hare, Thomas
Consulting Inc.
8th birthday
Hawkrigg, Sarah
Heard, Dianne
In memory of ”T.T.” Birett from
In memory of ”Ellie May”
Hydro One Employees’ &
Vera Birett
Vipond from Sheila Morris
Pensioners’ Charity Campaign
In memory of ”Bailey” Strecker
Jadsch, Z
from Catherine Gillespie
Kaura, Arun
Kelf, Pearl
King, Glenna
King, Leon
monthly donors
Kotric, Edward
Kyc, Anne
Karmel Sakran
Agnes Gaspic
Lamare, Alain
Kathryn Bonham
Amy Marie Hammel
Lazenkas, Robert
Linda O’Sullivan
Barbara Cottrell - Cage Sponsorship
Leighton, Miranda
We are deeply honoured
Margaret Bush
Bernadine Hamilton
Lennox, Stanley
Margaret Smith
to be remembered by our
Brian Chire
MacDonald, Geraldine
Sandra Daniels
Cathy Benoit
friends in such a personal and
MacDonald, Shari
Sandra Lefebvre
Christel Creech
significant
way.
These
special
Manulife Financial 2011 United
Sean Gilbert
Hazel Sutton
Way Campaign
gifts help ensure continued care for
Susan Foley - cage sponsorship
Jamie
Barron
McCammont, Marie
the animals who count on us for a
Jeanette & Volk Schindler
McCleary, June & Ken
second chance at life.
Jennifer Ryell
McFarlane, Amanda
Johanna deBoer
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In Memory
of Pets

IN MEMORY OF	FROM
PHILLY ORBAN
WENDY CONEY
MERLIN
INKY SHEA
KAISER HUGHES
MUD HALLMARK
LIL’ LAIRD
ELLA ROXBURGH
JAKE TUFFORD
NEIL JUURINEN
ELLIE MAY VIPOND

TIGGER & CUDDLES SEEDY
BANDIT
RILEY MCWHIRTER
SASSY GILLESPIE
PRUDENCE HOLDEN
HARLEY
TOMO MILLS
SUGAR JACHYNEK
NO NO NICKY VIPOND
HOLLY
GINGER
RIPLEY HARROD
SAM
MITZI OLIVEIRA
JASPER
BAILEY STRECKER

MOLLIE SPEARMAN
SHEBA VISENTIN
KITU
TRIXIE LAING
DOG BAILEY
MURPHY EDWARDS
ALANTIS
FIGGY
HANNAH SMALLWOOD
Dawber
JAWS
RED BUY
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Donna & Brian Abbot
Leigh-Anna Brown
Judy & Ian Coney
Shailini Sarwal
Laura Chouinard
Peter & Linda Stone
Sheila Morris
Nancy Kumpf
Janice Farquhar
Jill Simpson
David Simpson
Cathy Benoit
Patricia Howard
Lynn Armstrong
Heather Head
Judy, Abbey & Mike Nyeste
Mary Anne & Paul Edwards
Jolene Regan
Gladys Linde
Don Stroud
Susan Bailey
Mary Strecker
June & Jack Holden
Hannah & Hayden Yurgan
Jodi & John Herridge
P.M. Henkelmann
Linda Vipond
Lynn Armstrong
Karen Linstom
Jennifer LeBlanc
Irene Tihanyi
Dawn Mototsune
DeSantis Family
Abby Irwin
Helen Dodds
Mary & Philip Strecker
Lawrence Hughes
Shirley Rotz
Douglas Smith
Susan Kyte
Marie Williams
Catherine Laing
L. Whalley & S. Linneborn
Mary Anne & Paul Edwards
Elizabeth Crawley
Deanne Tozzi
Donna, Fred, Kate & Emily
Lois Thompson
Barbara Vipond
Linda Vipond

In Memory of Pets

continued

IN MEMORY OF	FROM
WOODY SEATON
COPPER HUDSON
DIGGER HAND
SNICKERS RENNIE
NONNIE HARWOOD
SHADOW MANGAN
SUNNY & MINDY
CLEO HOPKINS
BOOTS LARDIE
SNOWBALL
DANTE EASTMAN
BONNIE DALE
TEDDY KIRKPATRICK

Ann & Jori Morrison
Eleanor Baker
Michelle Hand
DeSantes Family
Heidi Steel
Sue Tilley
Maria Reis
Mary Anne & Paul Edwards
Judie Lardie
Doreen Kocot
Charlotte MacKay
Charlotte MacKay
Joan Kirkpatrick

Thanks for the Special
Donations
Taylor & Abby raised money selling lemonade
for the animals!
The Easter Bunny
stopped by to
help raise money
at the 1st Annual Pics with the Easter
Bunny! Thanks to the volunteers who
helped make it a success!
Throughout the year many children
raise money or make donations through
fundraising or asking for donations in lieu of
birthday gifts. In thanks for their generosity,
they were invited to Meow at the Moon
to paint a tile which will be displayed on a
shelter wall.
Kitten going to forever home at Meow at the
Moon

In Memory of People

IN MEMORY OF	FROM
LORENE HALL
PAUL ROBERTS
ANNA
JOY PATRICIA MUIR
ARLENE SMALL

Sharon Hinkley
Isobel Goldstone
Marlene Cox
Sadie Murray
Carol O’Hare

In Memory of People

IN HONOUR OF	FROM
continued

Matthew Bowles

IN MEMORY OF	FROM
RON HOGAN

Claire Delaney	

VIKI LAMB

PAMELA EVES
BETTY HRYHORCHUK
BRENDA POTTER
HAROLD SUTHERLAND
KAREN LAWSON

BURD BEDNARSKY
CONNIE TAYLOR
GRANDFATHER NONNO
LARRY PAULISHEN

VICTORIA STOLLARD
WILLIAM BRAUN
JIM SLACK
JOYCE RANKINE
WILLIAM ALLEN
JEAN
STELLA LIS
BLAKE CALDER
PAUL ROBERTS
ANN GAGNON
IRENE ELIZABETH JOHNSTON
JULIA HARDER

Margaret Messier
Yvonne Hogan
Catherine Iles-Peck
Doreen Wilcox
Patricia & Ross Greene
Mary Anne & Paul Edwards
Ronald & Karen Payne
Gail Uhler
Paul & Marilyn Martin
Sharron Van Wagoner
Gary Putland
Marleen Hoolboom
Robert & Avril Whysall
Brenda deBlauw
John Scotland
Joan & Kenneth Peters
Jan & John Harborenko
Diane & Dennis Ryan
Alice Kotuba
Leslie MacLeod & Mary
Michelle Hammer
Shirley Lamb
Case Assessment Team
Nancy MacNiel
Jane Corbett
Irene Nicholson
Anne & John Stewart
Rose-Marie Few
Helen & Otto Schlumpf
Isabel Sutherland
Geoffrey Harrison
Barry & Joanne Mondoux
Brian Ellis
Barbara Bartley
June Stonehouse
Lynn Bednarsky
Jolene Regan
June Cramer
Sarah Pravato
Kimberly Haier
Markian Pelenytschka
Perumal Mouttayah
James Lozinski
Helen Riley
Jolene & Tim Regan
Coleen Tew
“The Monday Night Girls”
Wes VandePolder
Catherine Suter
Suzan M. Attwell
Jim & Mary Jo Marzyk
Ray Calder
Marion Ricci
Lena Arbique
Rita Rivard
Kristine Purc
Headon Forest Animal Hospital
Pro Group

Ryan Milne & Toby Black’s
marriage
Wendy Mauracher & Ian Miles
Ella Baker’s 8th Birthday
Neil
Lucas Campagnoni’s
5th birthday
Kay West
Lynne McDougall
Zippy Print Burlington
Ian & Wendy Miles marriage

Wilma Pike
Katerina Papadakis Birthday
Charlie Culliford’s Birthday
Chloe (formerly Pekay)
Ella Baker
Regula
Cats Max & Lizzie
C. Colderley
Diana
Heather Tilley
Kirk Tilley
Sue Tilley
Their wedding
Madison Dougal’s Birthday
Irene Elizabeth Johnston
Colleen Tew
Mary Ellen Tuck
Cathy Laing’s birthday
Happy Mother’s Day
to Bev Miller
«Shadow» Prowse

Jeanette Schenk
Chris Douridas
Liam O-Connor
Reyna Porter
Ryan Truscott
Paula Klurfan
Michael Harrison
Betty, Warren, Cute & Charlie
Blake Stutley
Rachael MacCalman
James Eddie
Fred & MaryEllen Forsyth
Curtis Darling
Lisa Skradski
Leslie & Barry Chuddy
Elizabeth & Edward Mitchell
Carmel Forrestal
Her neighbours
Shiying Lu
Mary Alderson
David Schaffler
Samantha Culliford
Sharon Hardiman
Lisa Pellegrini
Peter Muller
Emanuel Pivniceru
Krista Smith
Elizabeth Daus
John Tilley
John Tilley
John Tilley
Mallary McEachern & Alex Ivezic
Liz Willis
Joyce Clift
Ann-Marie Clift
Cathy Woolvett
Jane Dorsman
Wendy Thomas
Mina Laing
Jeremy Miller
Susan Joyce

Sally fund
Cynthia Roberts
In memory of”Wendy” Coney
from Beverly Simpson and
Janice Farquhar
In honour of Zippy Print Burlington from Curtis Darling
In honour of Sarah Lovland’s 8th birthday
In memory of “Bailey” Strecker from Pat Dabner, Sheila Morris,
Judy Porter & Ron Crawford

“ARF” MAZING RACE SPONSORS
TOP DOGS
Burlington Post
Zippy Print
Lifestyle Pet Care
Rex Com
Schneider’s
Clegg Glass
Escarpment Pet Retreat

Molly Maid
Humane Wildlife
Oliver Pet Inc
Petsecure
PROUD SUPPORTERS
Longo’s
Making Paw Prints
Core Link Wellness Centre

presents

Be the Leader of the Pack!
Sunday, May 27, 2012
Spencer Smith Park, Burlington

visit www.burlingtonhumane.ca
for more details
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Bart (Bartholomew) has integrated nicely into our family. He loves his long walks and adores
our two daughters. Bart is a very gentle little boy and is very affectionate. Bart has also made friends
with a couple of other puppies in the area (he loves to wrestle with them). Bart will be attending doggy
school at the end of the month with the whole family. He is very loved by us and we are so blessed to
have him in our household.
We wanted to thank you for taking such good care of him while he was with you. Yours truly, Lynn,
Matt, Lanna, Maya and Bart (Bart sends you lots of licks and tail wags)

Courage Then and Now
Saturday, Aug 14, 2004
“Courage” and her three 3 week old kittens were brought into Animal Aid and we were told a story that was hard to believe. This
beautiful, very skinny Russian Blue coloured cat had been found in a seldom used garage addition. The owner had gone into the room a
few days earlier and found blood on the floor and splattered on the wall leading up to a hole in the ceiling. Thinking it was a raccoon, he
found nothing, so cleaned the walls and patched the ceiling.
The next day, he returned to move an overstuffed chair and found “Courage”, guarding her kittens. He could tell she was injured, but was
reluctant to touch her. He fed her and propped the door open so she could go in and out. The next day, a friend came with a carrier and
brought them to us.
One can only imagine what this cat endured for the sake of her kittens. Blood stains on a window
ledge and streaks down the broken glass told the story of how “Courage” had entered and left the
room during the 3 – 4 weeks she lived there.
Courage had been jumping through a broken window with a hole no more than 4 inches in
diameter, and 18 inches off a ledge on either side. She had had to go through this small gap several
times a day when going out to look for food for herself and her newborns, each time sustaining
more cuts and injury to her body.
Her injuries were immediately noticeable – cuts to her face and a severely cut right leg that was infected. She was walking with the foot
bent at the joint and flat on the ground. This must have been extremely painful when trying to jump through the hole in the glass, her only
way into or out of the room.
The veterinarian determined she required surgery and during the 3 1/2 hour operation found 7 severed tendons that required
reattachment. Her leg was put in a splint and she needed cage confinement for another 4 – 6 weeks and then physiotherapy. During this
time, she cared for her kittens just like any normal mom would.
Many questions are still unanswered. How did she survive? Why did she jump from or into the ceiling? The most heartbreaking question
– why would someone let this beautiful very friendly cat stray? She was truly one courageous cat and we are so happy she found such a
wonderful and loving forever home. Her kittens were adopted in mid-September, but “Courage” remained in our care for several weeks
after that, still recuperating from her injuries.

June 2012
I can’t believe you are still thinking of me after all these years! I have been living with a lovely lady in my forever home for the past 8 years. I
have the run of the house and she is very good to me and loves me soooo much. She and I live alone and we have lots of fun. I love getting
at her wool when she knits. One day she was out and I batted yarn all over the floor – I am quite the artist because it looked just like a
spider web!
I have my favourite chairs that feel like clouds they are so soft, but my favourite place is on my owner’s lap or right beside her on the bed!
I am enjoying good health and get lots of exercise. I chase pretty ribbons that are dangled for me and love playing “Where’s Courage” hide
and seek! Our home has a west view and I love sitting in the door and soaking up all the rays. Sometimes I jump up in the window among
the plants and just dream my life away. I am not very big (only 8 lbs) and I have a nice wicker basket with a soft flannel sheet where I love
to curl up and nap. I am a truly contented, happy little girl and life couldn’t be better.
Two years ago, I started having seizures. They happen when I am asleep, but after the vet took all kinds of
tests, it was determined everything was OK. I now have to take a little pill morning and night and it seems
to be working. Every year I go to the vet for my annual checkup and get all checked out.
I am so grateful for Mary Jean all the help and love I got from everyone at the shelter and the vet who fixed
me up. I am so grateful for Mary Jean, my lady friend and that she found me and took a chance on me. I
only wish other of my cat friends are as lucky as I am.
Please say hello to anyone at the shelter that might remember me and once again thank them for all their
love, attention and care that they gave me through my terrible early years.
Life is good! “Courage”
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